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Contex Announces HDiFLEX:
A C-Size Flatbed Scanner for up to D-Size Originals
Creativity and productivity without compromise
The large flatbed surface, fast scanning speeds and ultraflexible design makes the Contex HD
iFLEX the perfect solution for the demanding user. Protect fragile originals by placing them gently
on the scanner bed or utilize the flexibility to scan books, textile, wood, original artwork or
anything you would like to transform into digital content. The HD iFLEX is the most flexible A2/Csize flatbed in the market and can even scan up to A1/D-size documents.
Key features
Ultra-fast one touch scanning.
Scan the entire image in just 4 sec.
Single camera with full 600 x 600 optical resolution and true
optical lenses for market leading results.
Get more: Scan up to A1/D-size document on an A2/C-size
flatbed scanner.
Unrestricted design. Scan with lit closed, lifted, open or
removed.
USB and Gigabit Ethernet with xDTR2
Flexible design means endless opportunities
Combine materials like never before. You can place anything on the scanner bed and let the
HD iFLEX do the scanning. The HD iFLEX supports scanning any shape or size and can be used to
scan original artwork, create product catalogs or make digital archives of your most fragile
originals.
Up to D-size originals
A simple guide in Nextimage will help scanning documents twice the size of the scan bed.
Simply place the documents and follow the guide. This truely makes the HD iFLEX a D-size
scanner in a C-size chassis.
Book scanning at very reasonable cost
The Contex HD iFLEX gives you a very beneficial ROI, keeping the outstanding, renowned
Contex CCD quality.

When the image is a shape – light is the solution
Shadows are normally unwanted when scanning originals with folds and other shapes. The iFLEX
scanner has ultra-bright LED light that best emulates natural light in a flatbed design and
eliminates unwanted shadows in your originals. When scanning shapes, like brail, carvings or
plants, the light source is carefully designed to capture the shadows that make up the shapes of
the objects. We call this Natural Light.
Quality is a brand promise
The HD iFLEX’s high color fidelity can be delivered in Adobe RGB, sRGB or even RAW RGB in full
48-bit color. Combined with true camera optics, a single 4-channel CCD in full 600 x 600 dpi
optical resolution the HD iFLEX will capture every detail right every time.
Imagination is the only limit
The large flatbed surface provides flexibility like never before. Scan up A2/C-size originals of any
size or shape – or scan documents up to A1/D-size. The flatbed surface is unrestricting and
supports originals in unlimited thickness. You can even place multiple items and scan them into
single or multipage image files using our award winning Nextimage software.
PageDrop Enabled
Any PageDrop enabled Contex scanner can send documents directly to your preferred
destinations. PageDrop does not require a PC. Instead it simply utilizes your smart phone or tablet
to control the process. Load the document, scan the QR code, and send the document directly
to your desired destination.
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About National / AZON Equipment
National / AZON Equipment is a leading distributor of hardware and software products, with a
special focus on the reprographic, graphic arts & sign making markets. Manufacturing, sales and
distribution facilities across North America allow National / AZON Equipment to continuously
expand and innovate to meet the ever changing needs of large format printing and scanning
professionals. With an intense focus on customer satisfaction, National / AZON Equipment has
gained a nationwide presence in the marketplace and will continue to support the principle of
reseller only sales to the print for pay and graphics industry.

For more information, please visit www.azonequipment.com.
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